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INTRODUCTION
The concept of a distribution on a projective system of finite sets was
first introduced by Mazur [MSd] following the work of Iwasawa. Many
ideas in cyclotomic theory fit into the general framework of distributions
on the system [ZmZ]. The theory was developed further by Kubert and
was used extensively in the joint work of Kubert and Lang (cf. [KL2]) on
modular units. Galovich and Rosen [GaR] studied the distributions on the
rational function field over a finite field. Quite recently Anderson [An]
invented a remarkable method of double complex to compute the sign-
cohomology of the universal ordinary distribution, and these techniques
have been applied by P. Das [Da] to the study of algebraic 1-monomials.
In this paper we study distributions on a global field k. We first construct
a projective system of finite sets associated to the global field k, which
generalizes the most often considered system [ZmZ] in classical cyclo-
tomic theory. Then we introduce the concepts of punctured, ordinary, real
distributions on the system in the languages of Kubert and Lang [KL1].
The important examples of distributions come from the partial zeta func-
tions for k. Especially we get a punctured ordinary real distribution which
is of great arithmetic interest. One of the main purposes to study distribu-
tions on the system is to decide the structure of any universal level group.
By constructing a special distribution (the Iwasawa distribution), we can
calculate the rank of a universal level group and give some information
about its torsion. In the function field case we further show that it is
actually torsion free. The method is a generalization of Kubert’s in the
rational number field case. However, we could not decide the torsion of a
level group completely for a general number field. Maybe it is also trivial.
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1. PROJECTIVE SYSTEMS AND DISTRIBUTIONS
Let k be a global field. In the number field case, let A be the integral
closure of Z in k, and x # k is called totally positive, denoted by x>>0, if
for any real embedding _ of k into R we have _(x)>0. In the function field
case, let Fq be its field of constants. We fix a place  of k with degree d .
Let A be the Dedekind ring of functions in k which are holomorphic away
from . Let F be the residue field at . Throughout the paper, we fix
a sign function [Ha2, Definition 4.1] sgn: k  F with sgn(0)=0. If x # k
such that sgn(x)=1, we call x is (totally) positive and write x>>0. In both
cases, let U be its unit group and U+ the subgroup of totally positive units.
Let T0 be the set of non-zero integral ideals of A. Let e denote the unit
ideal of A. Fix m # T0 .
Definition 1.1. Let a, b # T0 . We call b is congruent modulo m to a if
there exists x # a&1m, 1+x>>0 such that b=(1+x) a, and write atm b.
Obviously tm is an equivalence relation in T0 . Deligne and Ribet
[DR, Sect. 2] introduced this concept in the case when k is a totally real
number field to study the values of abelian L-function over k at negative
integers. Let Tm be the set of all classes of T0 under tm . Let Gm denote
the narrow ray class group of A modulo m. We also think of Gm as the
Galois group over k of the narrow ray class field Km with conductor m via
the Artin morphism. The following lemma is obvious (cf. [DR, Sect. 2]).
Lemma 1.2. Let a, b # T0 . We have
(1) Assume atm b. Then the greatest common divisors of m with a
and b are equal, i.e. (a, m)=(b, m).
(2) Assume (a, m)=e. Then atm b if and only if a and b are in the
same class of Gm .
(3) Tm is a disjoint union of copies of Gd , where d runs over all
divisors of m.
Clearly if n | m and if atm b, then atn b. We have a natural map
Tm  Tn , inducing Gm  Gn . Thus [Tm | m # T0] is a projective system of
finite sets ordered by divisibility.
Let u be a fractional ideal and m a integral ideal of A. In the classes of
uum we define an equivalence relation: AtB if and only if there exist
a # A and b # B such that (1+a)(1+b) # U+. If 1 # u we often replace the
definition by ab # U+. Let w=w(uum) be the set of all representatives of
a complete representative classes of uum under t. We may assume that
each element x in w satisfies 1+x>>0 (or x>>0 if 1 # u). In fact, the
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reader can show that we can take a complete representative set W(uum)
of uum satisfying this property.
A function fm : Tm  V can be regarded as a function on T0 and factors
modulo tm . By Mazur’s definition, a distribution on the system [Tm ] is
a family of functions
[ fm : T0  V | m # T0],
where V is an abelian group and fm is defined modulo tm , and subject to
the conditions whenever n | m we have
fn (a)= :
modtm
btn a
fm (b)= :
1+x>>0
x # w
fm ((1+x) a) (1.1)
for all a # T0 , where w=w(a&1na&1m). Let T= Tm be the inverse limit
of the system [Tm]. A distribution may be viewed as an additive function
on the set of locally constant functions on T with values in some abelian
group, or alternately be regarded as a function on the compact-open sub-
sets of T (cf. [La1, Chap. 2]).
Let [ fm ] and [gm ] be two distributions with image groups V and W
respectively. A morphism is defined to be a homomorphism h: V  W such
that hfm = gm for all m # T0 . With this definition it is easy to see that
distributions on [Tm ] form a category. Further all distributions with
values in a fixed group form an abelian group in an obvious way. Let
_b # Gm be the Artin morphism associated to the integral ideal b. We define
_b fm : T0  V by (_b fm )(a)= fm (ab). It factors through tm . Let G=
 Gm . For _ # G, we define _fm via the natural map G  Gm . It is easy
to see that [_fm ] is also a distribution. Thus all distributions with the
images in a fixed group has a G-module structure.
Let Dm be the subgroup of Gm consisting of the tm -equivalence classes
of ideals of the form (a) for some a # A such that a#1 (mod m). We define
D= Dm /G. (1.2)
Following Anderson [An] we call it the sign-subgroup of G. In the func-
tion field case it is isomorphic to F* and in the number field case it is a
2-elementary group of order 2r1 (cf. [DR, 2.24]), where r1 is the number
of real places of k.
A distribution [ fm ] is called real if D acts trivially on it. Let s(D) denote
the summation of elements in D. The distribution is called non-real if
it is annihilated by s(D). Clearly [s(D) fm ] is a real distribution and
[( |D|&s(D)) fm ] is non-real. Thus if |D| is invertible in V, (i.e., multi-
plication by |D| is an isomorphism of V) each distribution with values in
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V is a direct sum of a real and non-real distributions. In real case we some-
times consider punctured distributions. A distribution [ fm ] is called punctured
if fm is not defined at those ideals a with m | a, but also satisfies the distribution
relations (1.1) for all a with n |3 a.
Next we introduce the concept of an ordinary distribution, which is the
main object we study in the paper. Let T 0 be the set of non-zero fraction
ideals of A, in which we define the equivalence relation: utv if and only
if v=(1+x) u for some x # u&1 with 1+x>>0. A distribution [ fm ] is
called ordinary if whenever am&1=bn&1 we have fm (a)= fn (b). In this
case the maps fm are each obtained by composing the map T0  T 0 multi-
plying by m&1 with a map f : T 0  V, which factors through t. Thus an
ordinary distribution can be replaced by a single function f on T 0 modulo
t, which satisfies the relations
f (u)= :
x # w
f ((1+x) un&1) (1.3)
for all u # T 0 and n # T0 or equivalently all primes n # T0 . Here w=
w(u&1u&1n). Clearly ordinary distributions on T 0 form a subcategory of
the category of all distributions. An initial object in the subcategory is
called a universal ordinary distribution.
Let f: T 0  V be an ordinary distribution. We denote f (Tm ) the sub-
group of V generated by f (am&1) with a # T0 . We call it the level m group
associated to the distribution f. It is a Gm-module via the action of G on f.
We also denote Am the abelian group generated by the set of symbols
[g(am&1) | a # T0] with the relations g(u)= g(v) if utv and the distribu-
tion relations (1.3) with u=anm&1. Call it the universal level m group.
Clearly a surjective ordinary distribution is universal if and only if its level
m group is isomorphic to Am for all m # T0 . So we are interested in deciding
the structure of Am .
Given a distribution, we can produce a new distribution via Stickelberger
elements. This process is due to Kubert and Lang in the case k=Q [La1,
Chap. 2], and it is easy to extend to the global case. Let n | m. Then Gn is
a factor group of Gm . We define a map from C[Gn ] to C[Gm ] by taking
{ # Gn to _ [ { _. Let 0= C[Gm ] be the direct limit. We think of
C[Gm ] as a C-subspace of 0. Suppose that f: T 0  C is an (punctured)
ordinary distribution. The Stickelberger distribution associated to f is
defined to be St( f ): T 0  0 such that for u=am&1 # T 0 ,
St( f )(u)=:
b
f (ub) _&1b
where b # T0 runs over a complete set of representatives of the classes Gm .
It is straightforward to verify that St( f ) is a (punctured) distribution.
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2. PARTIAL ZETA FUNCTIONS
In this section we give some examples of distribution on [Tm ] using the
partial zeta functions. Especially we get a punctured ordinary real distribu-
tion which is of great arithmetic interest.
Let N: T 0  Q be the norm. For x # k*, write &x&=NxA. Recall that U
is the unit group of k and U+ is the subgroup of totally positive units. For
m # T0 , let Um =[u # U | u#1 (mod m)] and let U +m =Um & U
+. Let wm =
[Um : U +m ] be the index, which is finite. For a # T0 let a1=(a, m)
&1 a and
m1=(a, m)&1 m. We define for Re(s)>1
Z+m (s, a)=Na
&s :
1+x mod U+
&1{x # a&1m
&1+x&&s=wm1 N(a, m)
&s ‘+m1(s, a1)
and
Z&m (s, a)=Na
&s :
0<<1+x 6 mod U+
x # a&1m
&1+x&&s=N(a, m)&s ‘&m1(s, a1),
where ‘+m1(s, a1) and ‘
&
m1
(s, a1) are the partial zeta functions of the class
a1 mod m1 in the wide ray class group G+m1 and the narrow ray class group
Gm1 respectively. They have the meromorphic extensions to the whole
complex plane and are holomorphic except for a simple pole at s=1.
Proposition 2.1. Assume s{1. The families of functions [Z+m (s, V)]
and [Z&m (s, V)] on T0 are distributions on the system [Tm ], and the formers
are real.
Proof. Let n | m. We have the following equality, for Re(s)>1,
:
0<<1+x 6 mod U+
x # a&1n
&1+x&&s= :
y # w
:
0<<1+x+ y 6 mod U+
x # a&1m
&1+x+ y&&s,
where w=w(a&1na&1m) with 1+ y>>0 for y # w. By the uniqueness of
the extensions the equality above is right for all s{1. It implies that the
families [Z&m ] are distributions. Notice that Eq. (2.1) is also valid if we
remove the totally positive conditions in the summations in both sides.
This implies that the families [Z+m ] are distributions. Clearly they are real.
We remark that the distributions [Z&m (1&k, V)] with integral k1
were studied extensively (cf. [DR]), and [Z+m (s, V)] appeared only in
some special cases [GrR, and Ha2].
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We may extend Z\m (s, a) in a power series at s=0. Let
Z+m (s, a)= :

i=0
f (i)m (a) s
i and Z&m (s, a)= :

i=0
g (i)m (a) s
i.
Then all the families [ f (i)m ] and [g
(i)
m ] (i0) are distributions and the
formers are real. In the both cases the first non-zero distributions should be
ordinary. We only consider the real one. To decide it we need know the
order of ‘+m (s, a) at s=0. In the number field case, let [k : Q]=r1+2r2 be
the degree, where r1 is the number of real places of k and r2 be the number
of pairs of conjugate complex places. In the function field case we regard
the place  as a real place, i.e. r1=1 and r2=0. We have
Proposition 2.2. Assume (a, m)=e. Then
ords=0 ‘+m (s, a)={r1+r2&1r1+r2
if m=e
if m{e.
Proof. In characteristic p case, the order can be gotten easily by Weil’s
theorem (cf. [GrM, Ha2]). Now suppose that k is a number field. In the
case m=e the order of ‘+e (s, a) at s=0 is given by the function equation
of the partial zeta function in [La2, Sect. 2, Chap. 8]. Modifying the
discussion there one can show that the order of ‘+m (s, a) at s=0 is at least
r1+r2 if m{e. We leave the detail to the reader. Since L(1, /){0 for any
non-trivial ray class character of k, we get the order (cf. Corollary 2.3
below).
By this Proposition the distribution [ f (r1+r2)m ] is a punctured ordinary
real distribution. Denote it by a single function f + on T 0"T0 . It can be
regarded as the generalization of the distribution log |1&‘am | on
QZ&[0]. The following corollary gives the arithmetic significance of the
distribution.
Corollary 2.3. Let / be a primitive character of the wide ray class
group G+m of conductor m{e. We have
L(r1+r2)(0, /)=
1
wm
:
a
/(a) f +(am&1),
where the summation is over an integral complete representative set of the
classes G+m .
By the function equation of the L-function the Corollary also gives an
expression of the value L(1, /) as a finite summation. This formula is a
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generalization to a global field of the analytic part of the second Kronecker
limit formula on an imaginary quadratic field.
We can construct a non-punctured real distribution using f + as follow-
ing. Let F=St( f +) be the Stickelberger distribution associated to f +. We
extend the definition of F on a # T0 by
F(a)=:
b
( f (l )e (ab)& f
(l )
e (b)) _
&1
b ,
where l=r1+r2 and b # T0 ranges over all the representatives of the classes
G+m for some m, which is independent of m as an element in 0. But F is
not an ordinary distribution yet. To accommodate this fact, we introduce 0$.
Let s(Gm )=_ # Gm _ be the norm element in C[Gm ]. If n | m, the map
above takes s(Gn ) to s(Gm ). Define 0$= C[Gm ](s(Gm )). There is a
natural homomorphism from 0 to 0$. We consider the Stickelberger distri-
butions F with values in 0$. We have
Proposition 2.4. F: T 0  0$ is an ordinary real distribution.
Proof. We only need show that F satisfies the distribution relations
(1.3) at integral ideals. This comes from the facts that [ f (l )m ] is a distribu-
tion and the difference of f (l )e (am
&1) with f (l)m (a) is independent of a for
m | a. Also notice that s(Gm )=0 in 0$.
3. ORDINARY DISTRIBUTIONS WITH COMPLEX VALUES
In this section we first give a necessary and sufficient condition when a
function on T 0 t with complex values is a distribution. Then we introduce
the Iwasawa distribution. Using this distribution we show that the level m
group associated to a distribution has rank at most |Gm |. We also give
some information about the torsion.
Recall that Gm is the strict ray class group modulo m. Let G m denote the
character group of Gm with values in non-zero complex numbers C*. Each
/ # G m induces a ring homomorphism C[Gm ]  C in an obvious way. We
denote it by the same symbol. Furthermore these characters induce a
natural isomorphism
C[Gm ]& 
/ # G m
C. (3.1)
We denote f/ to be the conductor of /, which is a divisor of m. Let a be
an ideal of A. We define /(a) as follows. If (a, f/)=e, let _a be the class
of a modulo tf/ and let /(a)=/(_a ). If (a, f/){e, we put /(a)=0.
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Now let u: T 0  C be a function which factors through t. For a character
/ of conductor dividing m, we set
um (/)=:
a
/(a) u(am&1), (3.2)
where the summation is taken over a complete set of representatives of the
classes in Gm . We abbreviate u(/)=uf/(/).
Proposition 3.1. Assume u: T 0  C is defined modulo t. Then u is an
ordinary distribution on T 0 if and only if for all m # T0 and all characters /
of conductor dividing m, we have
um (/)= ‘
p | m
(1&/(p)) } u(/). (3.3)
Proof. The condition is equivalent to the two equalities
unp(/)= un (/) if p | n and (3.4)
unp(/)=(1&/(p)) un (/) if p | n (3.5)
for all n # T0 , primes p # T0 and all / # G n .
Write w=w(nnp). We first assume p | n. For x # w we have (1+x, p)=e.
Thus when a runs over a representative set of the classes in Gm and x over w,
we have (1+x) a runs through a complete set of representatives of the
classes in Gnp . Thus for / # G n
unp(/)=:
a
:
x # w
u((1+x) ap&1n&1) /((1+x) a)
=:
a
/(a) \ :x # w u((1+x) ap
&1n&1)+ .
Notice that the inner sum is only dependent on the class of a modulo tn .
Therefore unp(/)=un (/) for all / # G n if and only if for all (a, n)=e we
have
u(an&1)= :
x # w
u((1+x) ap&1n&1).
This is the distribution relation (1.3).
Now suppose that p |3 n. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem there exists
a unique x0 # w such that (1+x0 , p)=p. We can assume that p2 |3 1+x0 .
It follows that (1+x) a runs over a complete representative set of Gnp
when a ranges over that of Gn and x over w"[x0]. We have for / # G n
unp(/)=:
a
/(a) :
x0{x # w
u((1+x) ap&1n&1).
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We may choice the representative ideals a to satisfy (a, p)=e and
(1+x0) | pa. Set ap=(1+x0) b. When a runs through a complete set of
representatives of Gn , b also runs over that of Gn . We have
(1&/(p)) un (/)=:
a
/(a)(u(an&1)&u((1+x0) ap&1n&1)).
Thus in this case the equality (3.5) is also equivalent to the distribution
relation (1.3). This completes the proof.
We now introduce the Iwasawa distribution. There exists a unique func-
tion u0 : T 0  C defined modulo t such that for all m # T0 and all / # G m
one has
:
a
u0(am&1) /(a)= ‘
p | m
(1&/(p)),
where a # T0 runs over all distinct classes in Gm . Actually u0 takes values
in Q. The Proposition above implies that u0 is an ordinary distribution on
T 0 . Let I=St(u0) be the Stickelberger distribution associated to u0 . Let V
be the subgroup of 0 generated by I(u) with u # T 0 . We call the distribu-
tion I :=T 0  V to be the Iwasawa distribution associated to the global
field k. We recall the history briefly. In the case k=Q the Gm -module
I(Tm ) was first introduced by Iwasawa (cf. [Si]) in another form in the
course of a pioneering investigation of the index of the Stickelberger
ideal. The author [Yi1] extended the definition of the Gm -module I(Tm )
to the function field case to calculate the index of extended group of
cyclotomic units. However, it is Anderson [An] who first pointed out that
this Gm -module is the level m group associated to a distribution.
The Iwasawa distribution has some universal properties. Let u be a
distribution with values in C. Let F=St(u) be the Stickelberger distribu-
tion associated to u. We set
|=|(u)= :
/ # G m
u(/) e/ ,
where e/ is the idempotent associated to / in C[Gm ] and u(/) is defined
in (2.1). We have
Lemma 3.2. F(Tm )=|I(Tm ).
Proof. As a Gm -module F(Tm ) is generated by F(f&1) with f | m. It
suffices to show F(f&1)=|I(f&1) for all f | m. By Proposition 3.1 and
Isomorphism (3.1), this is obvious.
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It is easy to show that I(Tm ) is free of rank |Gm |. We now show that this
is the maximal rank of the level m groups of all distributions.
Proposition 3.3. Let f : T 0  V be an ordinary distribution. Then
rank f (Tm )|Gm |.
Proof. We first assume that f is surjective. Composing f with the
natural map V  Vtor(V), we get a distribution f . The level m groups of
f and f have the same rank. Thus we can assume that V is torsion free.
Since V is Z-flat, we again assume that V is a Q-vector space by tensoring
with Q. Thus we can suppose VC further. In this case let F=St( f ). We
define
F(Tm )  f (Tm ), F(u) [ f (u).
This is a surjective. Thus f (Tm ) is a quotient of F(Tm ). By Lemma 3.2 the
later is a quotient of I(Tm ). We get the upper bound of the rank.
The method above can be used to give some information about the
torsion of Am . Let p |% |Gm | be a prime. Let F p be an algebraic closure of
the finite field Fp . The isomorphism (3.1) remains valid if we replace C
by F p . As above we can construct a level m distribution
Im : [am&1 | a # T0]t   F p[Gm ],
whose Fp -dimension of images is |Gm | , and the level m group associated to
any distribution with values in F p is a quotient of Im Im . Now let f : T 0  V
be a distribution. Then f (Tm )pf (Tm ) is a finite dimension vector space
over Fp . We can assume that it is a subspace of F p . Thus it is a quotient
of Im Im , and dimFp( f (Tm )pf (Tm ))|Gm |. We get
Theorem 3.4. We have Am & tor(Am )_Z |Gm|. If p |3 |Gm |, there is no
p-part in tor(Am ).
When p is a divisor of |Gm | the method above can not give the informa-
tion about p-torsion. We conjecture that there is no torsion in Am . This is
equivalent to that the Iwasawa distribution is a universal ordinary distribu-
tion on T 0 . In next section we will prove this conjecture when k is a global
function field.
4. A UNIVERSAL ORDINARY DISTRIBUTION
In this section we show that when k is a global function field any level
m group requests at most |Gm | generators, which implies that the Iwasawa
distribution is universal.
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Proposition 4.1. Assume that k is a function field. Then there is a set
of |Gm | elements which generated g(Tm ).
When k=Q, this result was first proved by D. Kubert [Ku2] and
simplified by N. Katz [La1, Chap. 2]. Our proof is a generalization of
Katz’s.
Proof. Let integral ideals a1 , ..., ah+ represent all distinct classes in Ge .
For convenience, we assume that (ai , m)=e for all i. Let x0 # m be positive
with sufficiently large degree. For a factor n{e of m, let W(An) be a fixed
complete residue system of An satisfying 1, x0 # W(An) and the other
elements are positive. Any ideal a # T0 can be written as a=xai for some
1ih+ and positive x # a&1i . It is easy to see that Tm consists of the
classes of xaj modulo tm with 1 jh+ and x # W=W(Am). Let m=
pe1
1
} } } pess be the prime factorization on m. We have a natural isomorphism
W(Am)  
s
i=1
W(Apeii ), x [ (x1 , ..., xs).
We first claim that g(Tm ) is generated by g(xaj m&1) with 1 jh+ and
those x # W that for each i either xi=x0 or pi |3 x i by induction on s. It is
trivial for s=0. Let a denote a general ideal of a1 , ..., ah+ . Let x # W. If
xi=x0 for some i, the claim is obvious by induction assumption.
Now suppose that xi {x0 for all i. Let xA=uv with (u, m)=e and v | m.
This is possible since peii |3 x for all i imply v divides > p
ei&1
i which divides
m. Further pi | mv&1 for all i. Assume uata$, where a$ is one of a1 , ..., ah+ .
Take positive : # a$ such that :#1 (mod m). Let :ua=za$, where z # A is
positive. Using the distribution relations (1.3), we have
g(xam&1)=g(:ua(v&1m)&1)=:
y
g(( y+1) :uam&1)
=:
y
g(z( y+1) a$m&1),
where y runs over a complete residue system of v&1mm with 1+ y>>0.
We now show that (z(1+ y), m)=e, which implies the claim. Since all
of :, u and a are coprime to m we have (z, m)=e. Since y # v&1m, we get
pi |3 1+ y from pi | v&1m.
There are some other relations among the generators of g(Tm ) above.
Let Bm be the subgroup of V generated by g(xajm&1) with 1 jh+ and
x # W(Am) such that for all i either (xi , pi)=e and xi {1 or xi=x0 . Note
that Bm have h+ } 8(m)=|Gm | generators, where 8(m) is the Euler
function. We now show g(Tm )=Bm .
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Let x # W(Am) such that pi |3 xi or x i=x0 . Suppose that x1=1. Let
m1=mp&e11 . Take positive :0 # m1 with :0 #1 (mod p
e1
1
). Let x0+x=
y+:0 . Then y # pe11 is positive. By induction g( yam
&1) # Bm1 , where a is a
general ideal of a1 , ..., ah+ . Applying distribution relations (1.3), we have
g( yam&11 )=:
z
g((1+z) yam&1) :
y+:>>0
: # m1m
g(( y+:) am&1),
where z runs through a complete residue system of y&1m1 y&1m with
1+z>>0. Thus := yz runs over that of m1 m with y+:>>0. Similarly
g( yap&11 m
&1
1 )=:
z
g((1+z) yam&1)= :
y+:>>0
: # m1p1m
g(( y+:) am&1).
Notice that (p1 , m1)=e. Subtracting yields
:
p1 |3 :
g(( y+:) am&1) # Bm1 ,
where : runs over the subset coprime to p1 of a complete residue system
of m1 m with y+:>>0. This implies
g(xam&1)=g(( y+:0) am&1)
# :
:{:0
g((x0+x+:&:0) am&1)(mod Bm1).
Note that x+:&:0 #:1 (mod pe11 ) for :{:0 and x+:&:0 #x
(mod peii ) for i>1 since :, :0 # m1 . Thus x1=1 is changed to a sum with
x1 #:1( mod pe11 ) and x i (i2) are left unchanged. If x2=1 we may
perform the operations for g((x0+x+:&:0) am&1) again. Continuing, we
eventually get xi {1 for all i and also pi |3 xi or xi=x0 . This completes the
proof of the proposition.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that k is a function field. The Iwasawa distribu-
tion associated to k is a universal ordinary distribution. Furthermore
Am &Z |Gm |.
We give some remarks when k is a number field. For integral ideal m,
the notations w=w(Am) and W=W(Am) are as in Section 1. Let w*=
w(Am)* be the subset of w of elements coprime to m. Then |Gm |=h+ |w*|.
Let m=pe11 } } } p
es
s . We define the map
: w  ‘
s
i=1
w(Apeii ), x [ (x1 , ..., xs)
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by the compositions
w/W[ ‘
s
i=1
W(Apeii )  ‘
s
i=1
w(Apeii ),
where the last arrow is reduced by the equivalence relation t defined in
Section 1. Clearly  is surjective. However,  is not injective generally. So
we cannot get Proposition 4.1 in the number field case.
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